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Panthers take down Morehouse
to their first 4-0 start since 1968.
The Tigers did scorch Prairie View
through the air but failed to produce a competitive rushing game, gaining only 24 total
yards on the ground. Anthony Beck, who had
six tackles and two INTs, one for a TD, led the
defense. Val Ford and Riante Jones each accounted for seven tackles while All-American
Zach East, who sat out the first half, grabbed
five total. The defense also forced three fumbles, recovering one and returning it for a TD.
The game was by far the highlight
of the weekend, but the overall event showed
many west coast citizens the beauty of the total
HBCU experience as 52,000+ comfortably fit
into the lA Coliseum. Enrique Chavez of Los
Angeles County said, wr enjoyed the bands of
both programs and the game was very good."
Kendric Knox, another lA resident, also stated, "It was a better game than last year. Both
teams showed they could play and it was important to show kids the talent of HBCUs on
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By Lionel Mosby Jr.
Sports Editor

On Friday and Saturday, USC, UCLA,
UC-Berkeley, Stanford, and many other prestigious institutions in California took a back
seat to two of the most prestigious HBCUs, as
the Panthers (4-0,1-0) used defensive touchdowns to outscore Morehouse (3-2) 28-17.
Los Angeles, California's Memorial Coliseum held the third annual Angel City
Classic over the weekend where the new look
Panthers lined up opposite of the Tigers from
Atlanta, Ga.
The game and atmosphere was a
great rep entation of th HBCU experience
as the House of Funk and the Marching Storm
played beautiful music over what turned out
to be an exciting contest.
After two three-and-outs, Morehouse QB Christian Sterling threw a pass that
was tipped and ended up in the leaping lap of
PYAMU's Anthony Beck who ran the INT back
for the first points of the game, a 60-yard TD
return. From then on the Morehouse passing
attack seemed to settle in, as they would accumulate 323 passing yards throughout the
game. "We just came out sluggish," said DB
Beck. The Tigers were the first team this year
to reach more than 200 total yards of offense
on the Panther defense. Eighty of those yards
came on the first of two 12-play drives, which
ended with a 16-yard toss from Sterling to RB
Pemez Pickney that tied the game at 7-7.
In the second quarter, the Tigers
would again sustain a long drive as Pickney
scored his second TD of the game by running
two yards into the end zone. The drive was the
second time Morehouse started at the 20 and
drove the defense down field concluding with

a TD. The Pickney score would give the Tigers
their first lead at 14-7.
The next Prairie View drive saw
Coach Frazier turn to scoring machine and
yard muncher Donald Babers, who was called
on for four of the five rushes. The five-play
drive was highlighted by a 46-yard run in
which Babers cut back across the field like another running back who played at the Coliseum. "Reggie Bush was my hero," said Babers,
"I'm just glad I could play on the same field as
him, but I give credit to my offensive line." The
offensive line does deserve much credit because they created holes that enabled Babers
to run for 180 yards and one TD. The Panthers
played hard in the first half, but still went into
halftime down 17-14 after Micah Streiff connected on 22-y r field goal wi h48
ond
left in the half.
The third quarter started out perfect as the Panther defense slowed down the
Morehouse offense and caused them to punt.
On the Panthers' first possession, they took
the ball and drove 90 yards to take the lead
for good. The drive was capped off when Florida State transfer Russell Ball took a hand off
from Mark Spivey and bounced around the
corner for a 14-yard rush TD. Both teams' defensive units locked up after the Ball scamper
and didn't allow another offensive score. The
momentum swung back and forth for the remainder of the game with neither offense being able to cash in again. With 2:16 left in the
game, Morehouse started the last drive on the
PVAMU 10 yard line. The Tigers ran five plays,
picking up two first downs and appeared to be
driving down the field for a chance at a last
second score. Fortunately, on the sixth play of
the drive Sterling jumped and couldn't reach
the ball that was flying over his head. DL Moses Ellis beat Sterling to the ball and then to
the end zone, running the Panthers 32 yards

By RJchard White, The Pantfler

Quick six: Russell Ball fights for six.
the field and in the music."
Moving from the stands back to the
field, the Panthers are now setting their sights
on the team they have been waiting for all
spring, summer, and fall - the Grambling State
Tigers. "We know Grambling is the game we've
wanted, but we were just taking it one game at
a time," said Beck. The Panthers haven't beaten the Tigers in more than 20 years, maybe
more. That's why the team is so amped for this
game and keeping their sights on their 'unfinished business.' 'Unfinished business' means
making the little plays to reach our goal of a
SWAC Championship," said QB Spivey.
The undefeated Panthers will see if
they can finally eliminate those mistakes this
Saturday, Oct. 4, in the annual Southwestern
Airlines State Fair Classic in DaUas, Texas
against the Tigers of Grambling State. Kickoff
for the game is scheduled for 6 p.m.

Komen on the Go tour makes a stop at Prairie View
By Jacqueline Sadberry
Copy Desk Chief
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Many curiously stopped by to check
out the hot pink Susan G. Komen van parked
outside the Willie Albert Tempton Sr. Memorial Student Center from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Thursday as others inside were informed on
breast cancer awareness and future projects to
come as pa.it of the Komen On The Go Tour.
Kernen On The Go, founded by Nancy G. Brinkley and Susan G. Komen tours na.
'
tion-wide to raise people's awareness about
breast cancer, and give them some knowledge
on upcoming events and projects, with its primary focus being on young adults.
"We tour all over, 85 to 90 percent of
the places we visit are colleges " said Kendra
O'Donnell, one of the three Ko~en On The Go
staffers. "We're heading to Louisiana next."
Brinkley came up with the idea after
the Susan G. Komen team had lost one of its
younger members, as said in the video played
in the van.
" Aftei· some tears were shed.. .! partnered up with Susan G. Komen and came up
with Komen On The Go," said Brinkley. Brinkley said on the video that she felt it was important to reach young women and get them
to be more aware of their health.
Inside the van, students, faculty and
staff could come and sit down in front of one
of the laptops and go through an interactive
tour after listening to a brief message from
the founder and get some statistics on breast
cancer, as well as learn more about other pro-

grams such as Circle of Promise. On the interactive tour, it was stated that the risk for African American women to have breast cancer is
36 percent higher than whites. The Circle of
Promise was designed for just that reason, to
lower the percentage by getting African American women to get check ups and take control
of their health.
"A lot of them either don't know, or
just don't have insurance," said O'Donnell,
when asked why the stats for African American women were so high.
At the end of the video, people could
take a survey and register to win a pink ipod
nano. Komen On The Go staff also gave away
free pink drawstring backpacks with information on breast cancer. There was a model of
a breast that was filled with Jumps in certain
areas to show women how to do a self check on
themselves.
"It shows how to do an exam where
students can feel the lumps," said Erica Turner, another Komen On The Go staffer, "There's
also a self-check video on the site," which can
be found at www.komen.org.
A lot of students walked away feeling
they had learned quite a bit from the tour.
" It was pretty cool," said Victoria
Huezo, a junior electrical engineering major,
"I learned that you might think you're healthy,
even though you could possibly have cancer."
One faculty member said that he
wished there was more information on men
who had breast cancer, "I would like to know
more about the men with breast cancer. You
hear a lot about the women, but I would like to
know about the men."

By Shayna Walker, The Panther

The Komen van: On a journey to
to raise breast cancer awareness.
"I had a friend who lost his grandmother to cancer," said sophomore chemical
engineering major Montrey Petile. "A lot of
people don't know how many are affected by
this."
A few people simply stopped by to
sign the Komen On The Go poster placed outside the pink van, where some had written a
message to a loved one, those who passed
away, or merely left an inspiring message of
encouragement saying, "We will find a cure."
For those who wish to join the Susan
G. Komen team, Komen On The Go staffer Kim
Kirchhoff suggests checking out Houston.
"There's a local Houston affiliate and
they're definitely great to get involved with,"
said Kirchhoff.
To find out more information on any
of the Susan G. Komen projects, or how to become part of the Komen team visit www.komen.org.
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Mr. Prairie View hosts black empowerment seminar Career Services sponsors annual

student recognition banquet
By Anita Jones

Panther Staff

The Office of Career Servic-

es held its annual Dr. Irvine C. Gor-

Exploitation: Speaker Reginald Gordon stressed how often businesses exploit the black race.

By Tory Ramirez

Panther Staff

Oba Tsare Woodyard, Mr.
Prairie View 2008-09, hosted a
seminar entitled The War on Black
Youth: State of Emergency held in
the New Science Building on Sept.
24 where Reginald Gordon was
speaker.
"I chose Reginald Gordon
to speak because I felt Prairie View
students would benefit from his presentation," said Woodyard.
Gordon is an inspirational
speaker who travels speaking of his
own prison experience and how to

avoid such a fate.
Gordon said he is concerned for the African-American
race because percentages show that
in the last 20 years 60 percent of all
young men in prison are black, and
that African-American women are
currently the fastest people going to
prison right now.
Gordon said that it is critical to make good decisions and that
the youth cannot let television be
their primary educator.
Arguing that the African-

American race is exploited on a why the e,ycle of our young black
daily basis, Gordon said, "Everyone men going back and forth to prison
is making money off our race, from is nearly inevitable.
It was in prison that Gorthe video games like Grand Theft
Auto, to the fake gold teeth they sell don created the program Scared
at Wal-Mart."
Straight in 1983. Gordon spent 19
Gordon stated that he years of his life in prison, and has
came from a nice "church going" been out for only 15. When he fifamily but that his father's abusive- nally got out of prison he had two
ness towards his mother caused her grandchildren.
Over the years Gordon has
to kick him out. It is from that point
that Gordon said he began to act out created gang prevention programs
to fit in with the crowd.
that help youth find jobs and does
At 16 he and five of his whatever it takes to keep them out
friends were arrested for a robbery of a negative lifestyle.
Even
in
which
though
the
police
Gordon
killed one.
leads a very
Gordon was
"The prison system is
busy lifesentenced to
modern day slavery ...
style,
he
200 years in
has his priprison.
[prison] makes the inmat
orities well
"The
lazy, angry, hateful... "
in order.
prison sys'
" M y
tem is modern day slavmost important job
ery,"
said
Gordon. "The prison system makes is taking ca.re of my children," said
the inmates lazy, angry, hateful, and Gordon.
Woodyard was impressed
some contract HN before they are
released."
with Gordon and felt that he was a
Gordon pointed out tl1at very effective choice as a speaker.
''The presentation was
the prison system almost makes it
impossible to be a functioning mem- excellent and it touched many indiber of society after release, which is viduals," said Woodyard.

don Student Recognition Banquet
Monday in the Memorial Student
Center ballroom to kick off Career
Fair Week, Sept. 29 through Oct. 3.
Despite Hurticane fke,
postponing the career fair and some
employers having to re-schedule for
the spring semester, the turnout was
still superb. Mr. Prairie View Oba
Tsare Woodyard served as the Master of Ceremonies and introduced the
program and its participants.
The banquet was instituted
in 1990 to honor the late Gordon,
who served as director of cooperative
education at the university. Gordon's
legacy was to provide students with
as many opportunities as possible in
order to develop personal leadership
skills and to participate in experiential activities that will enhance their
professional growth and career development.
The banquet recognized

students who participated in internships, co-ops assignments, ~litary
training, research assistantships and
any other career experiential activities during 2007-2008. During the
past year, more than 500 students
participated in career development
activities with major corporations,
universities, medical schools, the
military, government, and nonprofit
agencies throughout the country and
overseas.
Dr. Miron Billingsley, associate vice-president of student affairs, was the speaker.
Billingsley spoke of his trials as a young man in college and
how he persevered his way through
the distractions of college to achieve
his goals. He informed students on
the value of "relationships" as it applies to any career and how important it is for students to register with
the Office of Career Services because
of the great things such a service department did for him while he was in
college.
Glenda Jones, director of
career and outreach services, informed students how much career
fair week is important in all majors,
technical and non-technical.

NSCS inducts 53 new members
By Jerrell Allen

Managing Editor

The National Society of
Collegiate Scholars inducted 53 new
members into the campus chapter of
the organization in a small ceremony
held Wednesday in the New Science
Building.
Including the many new
members of the honor society, the
campus wide membership is now tallied to be over 300 students.
The organization is available
to students who maintain an average
GPA of 3.4 or higher between their
freshman and sophomore years.
"We have ties to large corporations and graduate schools and
offer scholarships to students who
are active in the org_ani1.ation," said
Ta1yn Dunn, executive vice president
of the Prairie View chapter. "We also
allow many students in the organization to attend a national conference

with a great job fair," she added.
The NSCS provides internship opportunities, study abroad
programs, and special discounts
with firms which support and recruit for the group including Ernst &
Young, GEICO and Walt Disney.
Tony Young, president
of the Prairie View chapter of the
NSCS, was very excited about the
plans the organization has for this
academic year, citing social events
such as game and movie nights and
a newly developing mentoring program for elementary school children
designed to increase their desire to
attend college.
"We are attempting to raise
more money for scholarships," said
Young. "We are trying to reach out
to freshmen and tell them that getting a good GPA is very important."
The students inducted
Wednesday read an oath and received an organization pin which
made them a part of the society.
~The organization is really about integrity," said Young.

Salsa night makes big hit on campus
By Jacqueline S. Sadberry
Copy Desk Editor

Using music and dance as
a way to bring cultures together for
Hispanic Heritage Month that started SepL 19, Kappa Delta Chi hosted
its sixth annual Salsa Night Thursday outside the MSC.
The Hispanic band Kandente played various types of Latin
music, such as Salsa, Merengue, Bachat and Lumbia.
Sharon Ibarra, president of
Kappa Delta Chi, stressed that Salsa
Night was not just for Hispanics on
campus.
"A lot of people think this
is just for Hispanics but it's for everyone," said Ibarra. She also said
that they wanted to use Salsa Night
as a way for everyone on campus to
learn more about the Hispanic culture and have a good time.
As students danced the

night away, moving their hips and
shuffling their feet to the music, a
table was set up where food was being served.
At one point, everyone
dancing formed a circle and people
would take turns dancing in the
middle as others cheered them on.
As the night came to a close, students walked away tired but glad
they participated.
"It was interesting and fun,
they actually taught me some Spanish," said freshman electrical engineering major Robert Odhiambo.
Kandente, owner Aldo Rosso explained meant, "very hot, like
caliente, but much hotter," had two
new members this year. Rosso also
said that he has even had a couple
of the guys in the band go out and
dance with some of the students.
This was also the sixth time Kandente has performed at Salsa Night.
MI learned about Salsa
dancing and the culture," said freshman mechanical engineering. "The
ladies were beautiful."
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By lyboba Briggs, Ttle Panther

Cha Cha Cha: Students embrace Latin culture at Salsa Night.
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Alaska questions Palin's support La. congressman investigates idea of sterilization
By Rachel D'Oro
Associated Press

ANCHORAGE, Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin routinely notes her
husband's Yup'ik Eskimo roots. But
those connections haven't erased
doubts about her in a community
long slighted by the white settlers
who flocked to Alaska and dominate
its government.
Since she took · office in
2006, many Alaska Natives say
they've felt ignored when she made
appointments to her administration,
sided with sporting interests over
Native hunting rights and pursued a
lawsuit that Natives say seeks to undermine their ancient traditions. Increased pressures from sport hunting and fishing as well as oil and
mining have eroded native hunting
lands.
Alaska's population today

is mostly white but nearly a fifth of
its people are Native Americans primarily Alaska Natives. Blacks and
Asians combined make up less than
10 percent of the state's population.
When Palin this summer
fired Public Safety Commissioner
Walt Monegan, a Native, she replaced him with a non-Native. His
successor resigned after 10 days
on the job, when a previously undisclosed reprimand that stemmed
from a sexual harassment claim
against him came to light.
The Monegan firing is the
subject of two state investigations.
Palin is accused of firing Monegan
because he refused to fire her sister's
former husband, a state trooper.
Two weeks after she was
tapped as John McCain's running
mate, Palin named a Native to Monegan's old position.
Alaska Natives tend to lean
Democrat. Many prominent Native
leaders have endorsed Democrat
Barack Obama for president.

By Melinda ])eSlatte
Associated Press

BATON ROUGE - The devastation of hurricanes Gustav and
Ike prompted a list of constructive
criticisms and suggestions from
Louisiana politici~ns about utility
system upgrades, insurance changes, and shelter improvements.
But for one New Orleans
area politician, the storms made
him think that former Ku Klux Klan
leader David Duke might have had
the right idea two decades ago when
he suggested voluntary sterilization
for poor women on welfare.
Rep. John
LaBruzzo's
sterilization suggestion last week
sparked a firestorm of criticism.
LaBruzzo pointed to stories
he said he heard from state-run shelters, disaster food stamp lines and
buses provided by the state to evacu-

ate thousands ahead of the storms.
He said he was told of people streaming off state buses with
cigarettes and cell phones but not
diapers for their kids, and he said he
received complaints about watching "people piling out of a Cadillac
or a Lexus that I couldn't afford and
they're qualifying for food stamps."
He said he wants to break
"the generational welfare cycle" and
an over-reliance on government
handouts.
"If we continue to have
more people using government to
support them as opposed to those
who are supporting government
with their taxes, government will
collapse as we know it and will cease
to exist," said LaBruzzo, the vice
chairman of the House Health and
Welfare Committee.
He said the idea would involve the state giving $1,000 to women who rely on government support
like welfare and food stamps if they
agree to have their fallopian tubes

SHAYNA
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tied. Also, he suggested giving more
tax credits to those not on government services for having children.
In other words, encourage
poor people to stop procreating ~md
push middle-class and wealthier
people to populate the state.
Critics loudly called the
idea discriminatory, racist and just
plain awful; all claims LaBruzzo denied.
"This is a misguided and
mean-spirited attempt to eliminate
poverty by eliminating the poor,"
said Marjorie Esman, the executive
director of the American Civil Liberties Union of Louisiana.
Unfortunately for Louisiana, that political reality didn't stop
LaBruzzo's proposal from quickly
making the rounds on political biogs,
Washington news sites and CNN.
LaBruzzo insisted he was
only studying the issue and wasn't
necessarily planning to introduce
such a bill during the 2009 legislative session.
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By Lionel Mosby Jr.
Sports Editor

The Lady Panther soccer
tea~1 defeate? rival Texas Southern
for 1ts.first wm of the season before
droppmg two games to non-confere~ce opponents Southeastern Louistana and Stephen F. Austin.
After marriage, seeing your
ba~y's first step, and your kids graduating, nothing in the world may
f~el better than beating up on your
nval for the first win of the season.
The Lady Panthers (1-7-1) were able
to feel that on Wednesday, as they
took ~n Te~as Southern University
(o-6) m their first conference match
of the year. Right out of the gate, the
Lady Panthers got four shots up as
Kendahl Williams helped PVAMU
take the lead by kicking the last shot
into the net at 19:37.
The match seemed to be in
hand until Saycha Mitchell assisted
Ashley Garcia as she headed a shot
past goalie Jessica Garcia at the

27:53 mark, tying the game at 1-1.
The period ended with the score still
knotted at 1-1, but it was because
of the two saves by Garcia and four
saves by TSU's goalie, Keisha McDaniel. TSU would finish with a total of six saves while PVAMU ended
with both of Garcia's.
In the second period, the
only score came at the 83:05 mark
when Williams got back into the act
by assisting Angelica Diaz as she
launched a shot past the goalie for
the winning point. The Lady Panthers played excel1ent defense in the
second period, allowing the Lady Tigers to get only one shot on goal. The
team swarmed the ball and kept possession for the majority of the game.
As you expect from a rivalry game,
the contest was very physical. Both
teams ended the match with eight
fouls while three players received
ye11ow cards.
On Friday, the Lady Panthers remained at home as they
hosted the Lady Lions from Southeastern Louisiana. The contest welcomed a crowd of more than 100

spectators who saw_ the Lady Lions
hand the ladies their eighth loss of
the season. Erica Herrera played in
place of Garcia in front of the goal
as she nabbed seven saves. The
bad side to Herrera's high save day
is that SELA got 24 more shots up
than the Lady panthers, out shooting them 25-1. Th~ Panthers did not
get any corner kicks allowing for
better shots on goal.
The match against Stephen
F. Austin ended in a loss, but helped
the Lady Panthers gain confidence
in the long run as they prepare to reenter conference play. The contest
finished with SFA winning 10-2, but
the Panthers improved their level
of play against a more competitive
opponent in Stephen F. Ausin. The
Lady Panthers did get four shots on
goal and a corner kick, but they also
allowed SFA to accumulate 53 shots,
saving only 16.
The Lady Panthers look to
improve on their 1-0 conference record Friday, Oct. 3, when they host
Alabama State at 6 p.m. at the William Nicks Athletic Complex.

Tennis teams compete in HBCU Nationals
By Lionel Mosby Jr.
Sports Editor

The Prairie View A&M
University men and women tennis
teams were invited to travel to the
gorgeous Atlanta, Ga., to participate
in the 8th Annual HBCU National
Tennis Championships from Thursday, Sept. 24 to Saturday, Sept. 27.
The Panther men and
women finished tied for seventh and
eighth, respectively. "The players really appreciated the upper level of
competition," said Coach John Cochran, Jr.
"Chavez was one freshman
who stepped up big time. He felt the
pressure but he played through it,"
said Cochran. Chavez fell in the first
round of Flight A, but quickly picked
up his game to defeat players form

WSSU, BCU, and NCCU to take
home the trophy in the consolation
bracket, finishing eighth overall. Another freshman, Shariq Khan, beat
Desmond Watson from FVSU 1-6,
6-3, 6-4 before falling in his second
match. Jose Garcia also competed in
Flight A and was the only upperclass
male who participated in the competition.
In the men's Flight B, Kudakwashe Nyatoti reeled off a string
of games to win his first match
against HU's Gellert Varga 7-5, 76(4). Christopher Jordan also participated in Flight B, but fell in his
first col1egiate match.
The women's team also
proved to be competitive even without one of their top players, Melanie White. 'Tm pretty confident she
would have beat a couple of those
girls," said Coach Cochran. The only
other PVAMU Flight A participant

was Melissa Guerrier who lost to
Hampton's Na-Hyun Baek 6-1, 6-o.
In the women's Flight B,
Munahshe Makuni put together a
good performance but fell short in
straight sets 6-3, 6-2. Bianca Simpson played inspired tennis and won
her first match of the year 6-4, 6-1
against a FVSU opponent. "Overall,
I think it was a great experience, especially for the freshmen. All I really
ask of the players is to play to their
level of ability.~ Cochran is currently
preparing his teams for the SWAC
tennis championships and the Regional in College Station.
Cochran would also love to
see students get im:olved in the new
Tennis On-Campus program. "The
program is being run by me and
Richard Cisneros," said Cochran,
".Just be on the lo out for more information in your e ail addres and
on bulletins.

@Pl

three home games 1-2

By Ronald Smith, The Pant.her

Over the net: Playing in the
air is how the Panthers like it.
By Dontae McCray
Panther Staff

The Lady Panthers began
conference play Sept. 23 against the
Texas Southern Lady Tigers. The
Lady Panthers started the game well,
sneaking the first set away from TSU
25-20. The Lady Panthers continued
their good play and won the second
match. It seemed as though the Lady
Panthers were poised to make quick
work of the Lady Tigers in three sets,
but the Lady Tigers won the third set
to force a fourth. Prairie View would
eventually prevail by winning the
fourth set 25-21. As a team, the Lady
Panthers had seven blocks, four by
Sharonda Marshall. The team leaders in digs were Michelle Paul with
10 and Erin Fandel with six. Leading
the team in kills with 22 were Nicole
Thompson and Shaun Williams with
11.

The Lady Panthers' Sept.
25 game was a matchup against
the Southern Lady Jaguars. Prairie
View used a strong team effort to
rally back from behind but lost the

first set 25-18. In the second set, the
Lady Panthers started out quick and
soon stretched the lead to 12-4, ending the game with a 25-16 win.
The pivotal third match was
very competitive but Southern lost
the match 25-21. The fourth match
had great intensity with Southern
trying to win to force a fifth set as
the Lady Panthers were just a set
away from their second conference
win of the season. The match again
was played close and went down to
the wire. The Lady Jaguars pulled
within one point 19-18, only to see
the Lady Panthers pull away 22-18.
After a SU timeout the Lady Jags
pulled a little closer to lose 25-21.
The Sept. 29 game for the
Lady Panthers pitted them against
Wiley College. Early in the first set
the teams were locked in an 8-8 tie.
The Lady Panthers battled, but Wiley
seemed to stay just a step ahead the
entire game until the Lady Panthers
pu11ed the game to another tie at 1919. Wiley again would squeeze ahead
as they surged back to take the win
25-21. In the second game, the Lady
Panthers started off quicker than
the first, taking a 6-2 lead. The lead
would stretch to five with good hustle by the Lady Panthers as they outplayed Wiley in every aspect. Wiley
wouldn't let the match go without
a fight as they fought back, but the
Lady Panthers would win the second
set 1-1.
In the third match, Wiley
started quick and held on to an 81 lead. The Lady Panthers couldn't
quite recover from the slow start
and lost the match 25-15. Going
into the fourth set Wiley had all the
momentum. Despite the Lady Panthers' gritty play that even sparked
the home crowd to get into the
game, they lost to Wiley in four sets
3-1. This might have been one of the
most intense games of the Lady Panthers' young season.
The Lady Panthers will be
in action again6 Sept. 30 against UTSan Antonio and at home against
Jarvis Christian Oct 2.
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Aluohol

By Cassandra warren
Panther Staff
Folks can be found drinking at home, in the club, or just kickin' back at the park, Some even find
it in church (hello, the wine cup).
Whether it's after a long day or in
the name of religion, alcohol has
been woven into the fabric of society. For most, moderate drinking
(two drinks per day) is an enjoyable
activity that poses little to no threat.
Uncontrolled drinking however, can
quickly bring major consequences to
one's personal and social life.
How much do I drink? The
data shows most are not pouring out
enough for their "homies." An estimated 17 million adults in the U.S.
either abuse alcohol or are alcohol
dependent. So, how much drinking
is happening on campus and what is
your personal contribution?
How does alcohol affect
me? Though you may think you

By Silvester Robinson

By Dr. Louis Anderson
Panther Contributor

Psychologists have completed a fair amount of research on
the topic of happiness. Some results
of our research may surprise you.
What we know is that happiness is
an elusive emotional state. To a
large degree, one's happiness is contingent on social, cultural, and individual psychological factors. What
is defined as happiness in one culture or society may not be defined as
happiness in another.
Many scholars divide the
world's cultures into two broad
groupings. These cultural groupings, one Eastern, the other Western,
are believed to differ in values that
are common among their citizens.
For the most part Eastern cultures,
or Eastern leaning cultures, tend
to value spirituality, a communal
way of life, the experience of elders
and our immediate in-the-moment
experiences. In Western cultures,
like the United States, money, material wealth, the future, youthfulness, achievement and scientific
explanations are valued. Although
we assume that happiness is tied to
our cultural values there are some
surprising exceptions, particularly
when we examine the Western value
of accumulating wealth.
We may think that money
and fame would bring us happiness
but this is not so. The quest to accumulate wealth or to have money
does not necessarily bring happiness. The fact is that the quest for
money is illusory. Once you have
enough money to provide for your
basic needs, money does not improve your state of happiness. This

finding may explain why some who
have limited resources and live simply (admittedly a very value laden
statement) are happy.
What then are the factors,
which lead to happiness? Research
studies by psychologists have determined that there are five basic ingredients for happiness.
Kindness.
Psychologists
have determined that people who
are happy tend to be kind. They engage in acts of kindness but do not
expect rewards in return for their
kindness.
Social support.
Happy
people have a strong support system
of friends. Their networks of friends
are very heterogeneous, Diversity
among friends is beneficial. Diverse
networks offriends provide multiple
sources of feedback and options.
Networks of friends provide opportunity to talk and be heard. We
believe that women live longer than
men because of their self disclosures
and their tendency to develop social
networks.
Joy. Happy people smile
and work on being happy. They can
laugh at themselves. They also have
the ability to laugh at the drudgery of
the human condition. Furthermore,
happy people are successful, but
successful people are not necessarily happy. It seems that happiness
drives success and not the reverse.
Hobbies. Happiness is associated with engaging in creative
pursuits and projects.
Counting your blessings.
Psychologists have discovered that
people who count their blessings
are happier than those who do not.
In experiments, psychologists have
increased the participants' level of
happiness simply by having them
count their blessings each day for a

week.
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dance better and tell funnier jokes
after a few drinks, you probably
don't. Much worse is the damaging toll alcohol takes on your
organs. Excessive drinking is responsible for over 100,000 deaths
every year. Only tobacco leads alcohol in causing more premature
deaths in the United States.
What's at risk? Unfortunately, that terrible hangover that
made you late to class may not
be where the pain ends. Overuse
of alcohol increases your risk for
liver disease, brain and nervous
system damage, compromised
immune system, certain cancers
and fetal and birth abnormalities.
Also, the more you drink the more
likely homicidal and suicidal behaviors are to occur. Struggling
with courses and dropping out (or
getting kicked out) of school are
strongly associated with alcohol
use. Drinking is also often present with many students involved

in acquaintance rape.
Test yourself. Test your
friend. Take the following screening
questionnaire.
1)Have you ever felt that you should
cut down on your drinking? 2)Have
people annoyed or _an~ered you by
criticizing your dnnkmg? 3)Have
you ever felt bad or guilty about your
drinking? 4)Have you ever had a drink
first thing in the morning to steady
your nerves or get rid of a hangover?
5)Do you need to drink to have a good
time?
What does your score mean?
1 Yes: Possible alcohol dependency.
Keep your drinking in check.
2-3 Yes: High suspicion of alcohol
dependency. Consider cutting back
some.
4+ Yes: Most likely alcohol dependency. Time to get help!
For assistance or answers
to questions, please contact: Student
Counseling Services, Owen-Franklin
Health Clinic at 936-261-1400.

The Life of a Eollege Mother

Psychologically
Speaking
Happiness

LIFESTYLES &
HEALTH
.
EIJITl:ll SIi\\'\\ 1\\LKEll S\ULUllft@l'U"U1ll

Panther Staff
Nose cleaning, book carrying. diaper holding. test tnking,
lullaby singing individuals with the
dream of completing their education and creating a foundation for
the one they call bab · can be seen
all over cau;pus nm\-a-da)S with a
stroller and backpack, determined
to become more than a statistic.
College mother arc more
popular than in recent years, because of the support of their parents
and communit)' giving them the encouragement to do more than the
average. llo
a young lady to
drop out upol\
ing she's pregnant is a last
Having thing
like schola
ants, and day

continuing to
tion.
Brnkendra
senior agriculture ani
major, said this when
her
life before and after
h ... I
had plans on alt nding airie View
A&M Universit\ and a baby · not

part of that plan; upon learning I
was pregnant I found myself torn
b tween school and my baby. This
wa<; m) life that I had to decide
on. I could be affected deeply by
whatever choice I made. On February 29, 2008, I wa hie sed with
a baby ho ·, 6 lb . 10 oz. I went to
school ffi) entire nine months,
which consisted of foll 2007 and
spring 200~.
"Once people learned I
was pregnant, majority of talk" as
negati\e such as, · ou're not go
ing to fini ·h chool, wh are you
till going to school'? u might
a well sit out a sem ter,' and
anything cl e you could imagine
to di courage me. I prO\ed all of
them wrong. I am in m) senior
)ear of college nd m} bnbv boy is
7 months. believe anything can
be
th detenmnation, eonand perseverance. I had
goal to complete and sitting o
school \\as not an option for me.
It is rough having a baby and going to school because both of th •m
cost money. n •ither one is cheap,
but I ha,·e to get an education for
my baby boy and m%elf. ram not
the type of mother who just drop
my baby off wit a relath e. I am

actually a moth r. It is much diffe
than before because now it's not
e to put my baby first.
Men I'm going somewhere
I ha
a get diaper bag ready and extra clothes. I have to make sure I have
enough of whatever I need Sometimes
I don't e"en get to eat when I want or
even take a· bath in peace because of
my bah,. It's the choice that I made o
I am ae'aling ,,ith it "
.Just as time changes . o do
the actions of the people who inhabit
this place we call earth. The actions
and mind fmme of oung mothers
from back then to now have. changed
drastically. The Umted States has the
highest rates of teen pregnanc.·y and
births in th v.estern indu trialized
v.orld. Teen pregnancy
the United tate at lea t 7 billion nnuall).
The fact tha ju~t under onethird of all girls in the Uluted States
t in th
teenage
t
g
VlOtlSly, teen pregnan I a problem in th
l 'nited States. The good news is that
teen birth. ha e dropped bv almost a
third since the beginnmg of the 1990s.
1'th pregnancy prevention program
and more understanding and teachin
about safe sex, this number will hopefully drop even more.

Ladies' fashion trends ol 2008
As summer slowly fades
away and fall commences, it is time
for everyone to pull out their Fall
clothes. The following items are
the Top 5 fall 2008 fashion trends
that every female on the campus
of Prairie View A & M University
should have in their wardrobe.

1.FloralPrint .
• For anyone who thought the only
sign of spring was flowers-think
again. One of the hottest fabric
prints for this fall season is Floral. Places like Forever21 and the
GAP have many dresses and tops
that can affordably fit into your
wardrobe. Pair tops with a solid
pair of skinny or straight-leg jeans
and a great pair of deck shoes.

2.AnkleBoots.
•Ankle booties are hot right now because they are both comfortable and
stylish. Whether you wear the heels
or flats, they are all acceptable. Personally I think they'd look hot with
a loose fitting mini-dress and a stylish scarf. Try Baker's, Forever21 or
Urban Outfitters for them; if you al-

WANTED
Church Pianist
First United Methodist Church
35615 Owens Road
Prairie View, Texas
Must be able to read music
Good Pay .
(936) 857-3426 or (936) 857-3238

ready got your "OPn then they will
not hurt your pocket that much.

3."Borrowed from the Boys".
•Menswear is extremely acceptable now. Penny loafers, oxfords,
tweed, button-down shirts and
sweaters are not just for the
dudes anymore. Try an argyle
sweater over a button down
shirt with dressy slacks. Take inspiration from some of the hottest male stars, but make it sexy.

ers on them. They add a quirky
sophistication to almost everything. Headbands ·and rings are
perfect to find with these trends.

5.AnimalPrint.

4.Bows, Ruffles, & Feathers.

•Animal print is fierce!!! Giraffe,
zebra, and tiger print in my opinion will never cease to exist. Anything in animal print is both exotic
and exciting . As said by Coco Chanel,
"Dress shabbily and they remember the dress. Dress impeccably
and they remember the woman."

• Buy accessories and clothing
with bows, ruffles, and feath-

- Paige A. Phillips
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Is Jesus the new fashion statement1
they want to do. I personally think
you can wear it for style."
By Lionel Mosby, Jr.
Wearing it for style versus
Sports Editor
religious practice has most people
shaking their heads. Emeka Smalls a
devout Catholic and a graduate stuIn the world of fashion, dent studying business administrafads and trends are as numerous as tion disagrees while referencing the
sneakers in Nike's factories or split past meaning. "It's a prayer behind
ends in Don King's hair. For as long the rosary and people don't truly
as humans have roamed the earth, understand that," said Smalls, "they
fashion and religion were treated need to look up the history and then
as the colonial church and state decide on how they feel about it."
separate. Today, however, religious
I spent a bundle on a cross
signs and symbols are viewed on a because I'm spiritual - Lil Wayne
daily basis. Whether it is via media
Profits, revenue, and net
through artists, actors, or athletes or worth are the bottom line when it
on college campuses in the form of comes to business, but are some
Christian T-shirts, rosaries, or cruci- companies taking it too far by pushfixes.
ing Jesus in the stores? "If they're
The diamonds, the chains, giving back to the community and
the bracelets, the charms-es
church then that's fine, but if not,
I thought my Jesus piece was so I don't agree with it''. said Smalls.
harmless - Kanye West
Many urban companies are pushThe truth is many people ing the religious products without
feel compelled to display their faith standing behind the religious stancthrough shirts, crosses, or even tat- es. Jones says, "I don't really have a
toos, but many individuals feel it problem if they are doing something
should be actions and not scriptures positive with some of the profit."
and symbols that are shown. "I re- Other students, such as Vann, totalally don't think that wearing rosa- ly supported hustles even if they inries is something to play with", said cluded religious mantras. "Shirts are
senior mass communications major good because they promote curiosity
Drew Williams, "People wouldn't about Christianity and I don't have a
wear a yamaka or a taqiyah on their problem with people making a profit
head like the Jews and Muslims do, from their ideas", said Vann.
because they know they take that
-False like the way we merserious." Senior early childhood chandise His act on the cross
education major Rochelle Holloway Man waters it down and exploits it
echoed those sentiments stating, for cost - Sbo Baraka
"You can't wear these things and
Minister and Christian
not walk that walk. I'm Catholic so I rap artists like da T.R.U.T.H. see
feel Jesus shouldn't just be a symbol the popularity of Christ as insinor a trend. He should be something cere. "Pop culture is fascinated with
real."
Jesus Christ", said da T.R.U.'f.H.,
However, when it comes to "everything is oriented with Christ
wearing religious symbols for one's except their lifestyles. They have
own personal reasons many feel it the clothing, wrist bands, films, He
should be acceptable. Jay Simpson is on Time magazine, in paintings,
a kinesiology major from Kingwood figurines, and all other forms you
College says, "Some people have could think of but the carnality of
their own reasons. They don't see the world is becoming worse and
it as some religious folks do but it worse." Da T.R.U.T.H. believes peomeans something different to them." ple want that religious feel without
Whitney Hutchins, a sophomore ed- the rules and regulations that come
ucation major agreed with Simpson with being a true follower. "There is
stating, "It means something appar- no way Jesus could be in an entire
ently and they're going to do what culture like ours and people still be

so worldly unless they section Him
off and place Him in His place. Sectioning Him off could be praying
and reading just on Sunday, gospel
found only in the back on the last
row in the store, BET Awards having a "praise and worship" toward
the end of the show giving God His
time then it's back to the fun."
-I got the Jesus on the chain man
that don't means***
Cause when the Jesus
pieces can't bring me peace- Kanye
West
At the end of the day, it
seems that many students realize
that a shirt or tattoo or rosary does
not inch you closer to God, but your
walk and life does. Pastor Orin Boyd,
Jr. sees the whole situation as a pie
and wheel. "People compartmentalize God and just sit Him on the side
by giving Him a slice of their life.
What people don't realize is that He
should be like the hub in the middle
of the wheel that controls everything. The spokes are finances, who
you hang with, what you wear, where
you go, shouldn't be able to move
without interacting with that hub or
the center of the heel, GOD." Boyd
sees the mainstream push of Jesus
Christ stripping away the purity of
the message. "The world is seeing
these things as the cool thing to do
instead of a sacred thing. They are
making Jesus common by taking
away the sanctity of the Savior and
making everything "religious" and
non-genuine. The Israelites had all
the symbols of God, but didn't follow His rules and live by His principles. What that leads to is a disconnect from the true God and they got
a watered down, worldly version of
the God and implemented rules they
wanted."
When it comes to Jesus in
fashion, many ideologies, theologies,
and barbershop talk will be taken
into question, but I think oqe thing
will remain true: Jeremiah 17:9-10
- The heart is deceitful above all
things and beyond cure. Who can
understand it? I, the Lord, search
the heart to examine the mind, to
reward a man according to bis conduct, according to what his DEEDS

The Answers
Weekly Update for Freshmen

CARPE DIEM!!

ARTS &
ENTERTAINMENT
tJIITm ll sum 1HLKtll SWUKEIU'i@Pfllll'JJI Singer songwriter and producer Ne-Yo has used his many talents for many artists throughout the
industry. For his third album, "Year
of The Gentleman", the industry's
renoun producer, songwriter, and
singer, puts all of his skills on display.
The album is full of diversity from ballads like, "Back to What
You Know," and "Why Does She
Stay," a song where he plays the role
of a man who treats his woman badly while she treats him well, yet she
stays in the relationship. "Single,"
which is produced by super-producer Polow tha Don, is a song where
Ne-Yo is a boyfriend for a night for
the single women at the club without without a date.
On "Nobody,"whichNe-Yo
produced, is a song that describes
that one woman with a great swagger and style that is so unique. This
song helps give the balance. It helps

keep the album from having too
many ballads and make up/break
up songs that can make an album
sound like a big, long pitty party.
Ne-Yo even plays the opposite role of what he does on, "Why
Does She Stay." He plays the victim
on the song, "Lie to Me." On this
song he paints the picture of a relationship that is so devastating that
he would rather hear a lie then the
truth.
The album, at 12 tracks
and running only 48 minutes long,
is short without a lot of filler songs
thrown in. It isn't the 17-18-track
album that drags on with a lot of
songs you want to skip. Overall, the
Gentleman isn't overwhelmingly
great from the type of music Ne-Yo
is capable of making. But with good
song writing, diversity, and good
production Ne-Yo delivers a solid
album.
-Dontae McCray

C,as-t your ""YO-te £or
.A.I.u.m.:n.i lVIi:n.i&-ter
Jam.es 1VIab1e Jr.

By Ebony Sowells
Panther Staff
Prairie View A&M University was founded in the year
1876 and has sin~ ,1>n>quc~ .many
promising students. These students
grow to become successful individuals; the creme of the crop. Former
student Minister James Mable Jr.,
who is now a part of the Prairie View
alumni, is nothing short of promising, successful and he surely is the
creme of the crop.
He is attempting to accomplish things that others can only
hope to accomplish in their lives.
Graduating with a bachelor's degree and becoming an elementary music teacher only accounts for a few of Mable's many
pursuits and successes. Mable states
"Music is my life, my passion. I've
been singing all my life... the Good
Lord gave me talent." Mable confesses to always wanting to be a high
school teacher and recently having a change of heart. "By the time
they [children] get to middle school
and high school they are already
molded" says Mable. Knowing this
Mable attempts to reach youth and
redirect them to the right path at a
very young age as do most men and
woman who choose the challenging
career of teaching.
"By the grace of God" as
Mable consistently and genuinely
states, he has been selected to com-

pete among some of the most talented individuals to earn the title
of "Sunday Best". The show will air
Tuesday, Oct. 2 at 8 p.m. ET/PT on
the Black Entertainment Television
network (BET). This is a competition where contestants from all over
go for the opportunity to record and
perform with some of the best gospel as weU as secular performers in
the music industry. Both gospel and
secular entertainers judge the contestants.
"Sunday Best Found me"
claims Mable "I've been in many
gospel competitions...! prayed about
it" and according to Mable Sunday
Best is where his prayers led him.
It is one thing to wish to
achieve things in life and it is another thing to actually take the necessary steps to achieve those things
that are sought after. Besides exposure and networking, which are all
things Mable has stated he plans to
gain, Mable also wants "to reach out
for souls through the music so that
people can develop a good relationship with Christ".
Mable exudes humility by
expressing his obligation to still continue to pursue his master's degree
and eventually go on to complete his
PhD even if he is fortunate enough
to win the competition and receive
a recording contract. "I believe you
can never learn enough because
knowledge is always out there," says
Mable, thus being the words of none
other than one of Prairie Views finest.

terms!

10
DAYS!

You must have had a grade of 'C' (OR'S') or better in your developmental class (es) at midterms to be able to pre-register for spring 2009.
Check out the following URL: http ://calendars.pvamu.edu/ for information about our Quick
THEA testing schedule or call 936-261-3610.

The students of UC would like to thank the Class of 1962
for their participation in Panther Camp and their
support for the next four years!!
Congratulations to Mark Goudeau, the new
Freshman Class President
&

Jessica Lewis, the new Freshman Class Vice-President

1. How many people are ready to run onto the field once we beat
Granbling? 2 . Which cheerleaders were doing more than just
cheerleading in LA? 3. Are big girls the new accessory for skinny girls?
4. How many Black Foxes tried to steal Nick Cannon from Mariah
Carey? 5. How many of them used their spirit fingers to try to cop a feel?
6. When is the Marching Storm going to update their playlist? 7. Why
did the Marching Storm act like they had never been anywhere after the
game? 8. Is it safe to say if Prof. Edwards is away the children will play?
9. Why did the band get blown out by Morehouse? 10. Why did the
President go to VIP and leave everyone hanging ? 11. Isn't he supposed
to be for the school? 12. How many students are awaiting the return
of DJ No Tables? 13. Will the AKA's new members set a new record?
14. What happened to the big probate? 15. What about the neckbrace?
16. What Alpha claims his hands registered after Googling a few kung
fu moves?17. Doesn't he know he will get dropped faster than the Rho
Theta line ? 18. Did you know SGA had 10 spots left in the Senate? 19.
How many people will lose again to get a position? 2 0. What do you
think?

The UCFL has started its season!! Watch this space for continuing updates!!

MARK YOUR CALENDAR: OCTOBER 28TH IS THE MAJORS FAIR!!

This is for entertainment only. The questions submitted are not the views of The Panther.
Wa nt to tell us what you think? Please bring your comments and questions to Rm. 219 MSC or

e-mail us at panther@pvamu.edu. Questions are printed at the discretion of The Panther.
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Thursday, October 2
Career Services
Fall 2008 Career Fair,
Ballroom, Conference
Rm. 201-203, Student
Lounge
Career ervice
Fall 2008 Career Fair.
MSC Auditorium

Friday, October 3

Saturday, October 4

S1111day, October 5

Monday, October 6

Tuesday, October 7

Wednesday, October 8

Career Service
Fall 2008 Career Fair,
Ballroom, Conference Rm.
201-203, Student Lounge

Zeta Phi Beta
2 -Hope Walk for March of
Dimes

HOMECOMI G

HOMECOMI G

HOMECOMING

HOMECOMING

All-Faiths Chapel
Worship Experience

Student Activities
Homecoming Poetry and
Jan ight. BallrlXJm

Athletic
Football Press Conference,
MSC Conference Rm. 203

CAB
Hump Day on the Hill,
Alumni Field

tudent Activities
Homecoming Book Review, MSC Lounge Rm.

Homecoming Committee
Homecoming Hoops
Game, Gymna ·ium
featuring the Harlem
Wizards

Homecoming Committee
Homecoming Coronation
Ball. M C Auditorium,
Ballroom. Conference
Room 201 -203. Student
Lounge, 2nd A. M c
Foyer

10:00a.m.- 11 :30p.m.
Obama's Headquarters
Voter Regi~Lration and
Absentee Early Voting,
MSC I st Floor

218
Cla\ y Gentlemen
Seminar: How Do You
Want It "Aspect of
Relationships,"
ew cience Rm. 104

ABP I
Ps)cholog) Tutoring tudy
Hall, Ju\'enile Justice Rm.

257
Career Services
Lockheed Martin
Informational Session.
Ne,, Electrical
ngineering Auditorium
Rm. 139

Sigma Gamma Rho
'eminar, cw Science
Rm. AIOI
Alpha Kappa Alpha

eminar. ew Science

Career Services
Raytheon lnformation
e5sion. New Electrical
Engineering Auditorium
Rm. 139

Rm.AJ03

un

Mostly ',Ulny and ruce

unny to partly cloudy

Sunny to partly cloudy

High: 83 °F
Low: 71 Of

High: 82 °F
Low: 66°F

High: 85 °F
Low• 67 Of

A thunderstorm po sible

Mostly sunny

Mostly sunny and not as

High: 8 1 °F
,Low:63°F

High: 83 °F
Low: 49 °F

High: 75 °F
Low: 55 °F

warm

